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Abstract. The article is devoted to developing a methodological support for 

planning Design Science (DS) research projects. More exactly, it is aimed at 

developing a classification of a particular kind of cycles, inherent to DS 

research projects, and guidelines on how to choose the next cycle in a specific 

project. The classification and guidelines are based on results from an analysis 

of DS literature and a reflective analysis of our own research practice. As far as 

own research practice is concerned, two DS projects have been analyzed in 

detail. The analysis revealed that though both projects included cycles, the 

nature of these cycles was different. In the first project, cycles concerned 

finding a better problem to solve, while in the second project, cycles concerned 

finding a better solution for more or less the same problem. Both projects 

concern developing methodologies in the area of socio-technical systems, and 

the guidelines on how to choose the next cycle have special provisions related 

to such systems. In conclusion, the article presents examples of other projects 

that followed the suggested guidelines and discusses the difference of the 

suggested approach from other approaches to conduct DS research projects. 

Keywords: Design Science, Cycle, Project Management, Research Project, 

Socio-technical System. 

1 Introduction 

We start this article with referring to the work of [1]. Written in 2010, it gives a retrospective 

view on the IS discipline in the previous 25 years and tries to draft its path for the next 25 years. 

The main conclusion of this article is that there is a discrepancy between what IS is trying to 

achieve in the real world and in the university world. In the real world, IS is trying to establish 

itself as a profession based on the science of artificial, in the sense of [2]. In the academic world, 

however, in many cases, IS is trying to establish itself as a discipline based on the natural 

science. The difference reveals itself in what kind of theories (models, methods, etc.) are in the 
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focus for these two contradictory directions. While the academic world is focused on theories 

that are aimed to explain and predict, in the categorization of [3], the real world needs the 

theories of design and action, also in the categorization of [3]. The article also suggests that the 

IS discipline needs to take the same path as medicine, engineering and architecture to become 

useful and relevant to the real world. 

The paragraph above is included in this article to clarify the nature and aim of this work. This 

article is not about the theory of Design Science (DS), but about DS practice, more precisely, it 

is about how to conduct a DS research project in practice, and it is based, mainly, on the 

experience of the authors of running such projects. The article concerns only one, but important, 

issue of DS practice, namely, the nature of cycles of DS research projects. As a standard, a DS 

research project is considered as a sequence of phases, like Identify problem  Define objectives 

of a solution  Design and development  Demonstration  Evaluation  Communication 

[4]. Though cycles in the development are accepted, as, for instance, in [4], they are not 

encouraged or required to be in the plan. This constitutes a contrast to other practically oriented 

types of research, for instance, Action Research (AR) [5]. An AR project is considered to be 

inherently cyclic where each cycle in a reduced form can be represented as Act  Review Act 

 Review ... [6]. 

There is a significant difference between the nature of cycles in AR and DS research. Cycles 

in AR are of the same type and they are aimed at getting better and better solutions to the initial 

problem. In contrast, DS cycles can be of varying nature, e.g. the next cycle can aim at adjusting 

the solution/artifact for solving a completely different problem than the one that was set for the 

previous cycle. Therefore, management of a DS research project would benefit from having rules 

on how to plan the next cycle dependent on the outcome of the previous one. These rules are not 

trivial; the best strategy depends on several factors, such as success or failure to solve the 

previous problem or availability of the current test site to continue testing 

(demonstration/evaluation phase) in the next cycle. 

To the best of our knowledge, there is no framework, rules or systematic guidelines on how to 

choose what to do in the next cycle of a DS research project. Our research is aimed to fill this 

gap by developing a classification of possible cycles in DS research and guidelines for making 

an informed choice between them. This article presents results achieved so far towards this aim. 

We would like to stress that this article is related to research practice, not to theory, the 

practical aim being facilitating the knowledge transfer to the younger generation of researchers. 

Being proponents of M. Polanyi, we agree that in the end, all knowledge is personal and tacit [7]. 

Seasoned researchers may not need any guidelines for planning and re-planning their research 

projects, as they can do it based on their tacit knowledge obtained through experiences. 

Transferring this knowledge to the younger generation on a tacit level, e.g. via apprenticeship, is 

effective but not very efficient as it may take years to complete. Thus, any explicit guidelines 

that might help in acquiring knowledge on how to conduct research could be useful. This 

especially concerns DS research that, as a new paradigm, does not have sufficiently many 

research centers that practice it, which makes arranging apprenticeship of a scale quite difficult. 

Note that though our guidelines are aimed at being used by novices in DS research, they might 

also be useful for the seasoned researchers, for instance, to make their choices more explicit and 

understandable for the whole team, or for the wider audience when publishing their work. 

As we have a practical goal, our research itself is a DS research project where classification 

and guidelines of how to use it in practical circumstances are a solution/artifact to the problem of 

how to effectively manage a DS research project
†
. A proper way to create practical guidelines is 

by investigating the existing DS research practice. This can be done by analyzing practice 

reported in the literature, reflecting on our own practice, or following DS research projects 

completed by others. 

As far as contemporary literature is concerned, the way research is reported nowadays makes 

it an unlikely source for investigation. In this article, we are interested in longer cycles, each of 

                                                 
† The analysis of the project from the DS perspective is placed in Section 6 of this article. 
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which results in designing, and possibly testing a solution/artifact. We need a report of at least a 

couple of completed cycles, so that we can analyze how these cycles are connected. Naturally, 

published papers concentrate on the results achieved, rather than details on how they have been 

achieved, and description of intermediate successes and failures. So far, we have not found 

reports in the IS area that could be used as a source of information for our investigation. 

Nevertheless, we have scanned and analyzed the existing literature related to cycles in DS 

research; and used what found when creating our classification and guidelines. 

In this first step of creating a classification and guidelines, we mostly rely on analysis of our 

own experience of DS research projects, as here we have full information on how the projects 

went in reality, independent of how the results were reported in the papers. Thus, this research 

can be considered as a kind of reflective theory building [8] in the field of DS research where the 

authors function as practitioners. We have analyzed two representative research projects from 

our practice. Both projects were started in similar circumstances as problem solving projects in 

local practices. No specific plan of research was chosen at the start, as the main research focus 

was on formulating the problem and looking for a solution. However, at later stages the paths of 

these two projects diverged. Still both projects showed the presence of the cycles, but the 

analysis of them showed that the nature of these cycles were different. Both projects are in the 

mature phase with some results presented at scientific conferences and published in scientific 

journals. In both projects, authors of this article have actively participated, which gives us access 

not only to the results achieved in the project, but also to the details of the activities and 

decisions flows in the projects. 

The first project in our study belongs to the field of enterprise modeling. It was started with 

the aim to develop a high-level business process modeling technique for deciding what kind of 

BPM tools/suites would be suitable for a particular business process [9]. In the next step, this 

technique was adjusted and tested for the analysis of suitability of tools already employed in a 

process [10]. After that, the technique was adjusted and tested for the analysis of the socio-

technical structure of a software development project [11]. As the results of this project were 

applied to different sides of socio-technical systems, the project served as a source for designing 

specific guidelines for the DS research projects defining techniques applicable for modeling such 

systems. These guidelines are presented in Section 5.3. 

The second project in our study belongs to the field of technology enhanced learning. It was 

started in connection to a problem in teaching/learning enterprise modeling in our department’s 

courses and programs. More exactly, the students were learning how to draw an enterprise 

model, such as a process model, in a given modeling language based on a textual description, but 

not how to get information from a real-life enterprise that would serve as a basis for creating the 

model. To solve the problem, we decided to simulate a situation of apprenticeship using multi-

media for presenting a realistic business case to the students as the basis for creating enterprise 

models [12]. The idea was implemented as a project web site that included multi-media 

presentation of the business case and a list of modeling tasks [13]. The site was tested at several 

occasions of the same course and was evaluated by students and teachers afterwards. The project 

then moved to the next step, investigating the possibility of sharing the whole or parts of a 

business case presentation in various courses. This direction was aimed at an additional 

educational goal – “combat” the fragmentation of knowledge in educational programs by 

creating connection between different subjects on the tacit level [14]. This project resulted in the 

participants getting AIS award for innovation in IS teaching in 2018. 

To analyze the literature and our own experience, we needed to present activities completed in 

DS research projects in an abstract way, i.e. independently of the application domain of each 

project. The main requirement here was not to have any preconception on the flow of activities 

in the project. Based on this requirement, we chose to present a DS project as a series of 

movements inside and between two worlds suggested in [15]: (a) the real world of specific 

problems and solutions in local practices, and (b) the abstract world of generic problems and 

solutions. This approach worked well for the analysis of our own projects, and we believe it 
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would be also suitable for analysis of projects of others. The latter is planned as the next step in 

our work. 

The rest of the article is structured in the following way. We start with describing the 

background and method in Section 2. After that, we move to the analysis of our knowledge base, 

literature devoted to cycles, in Section 3 and our own experience in conducting DS research in 

Section 4. After that, in section 5, we present our classification of cycles in DS research and 

guidelines on how to choose which cycle to use in the next iteration. In Section 6, we give 

examples of some other projects from our research practice and analyze them from the point of 

view of the classification and guidelines from Section 5. In Section 7, we present examples of 

more detailed guidelines related to specific DS research projects. In Section 8, we analyze the 

work presented in this article from the DS perspective. The last section, Section 9, contains 

concluding remarks and presents plans for future research. 

2 Background and Method 

As has already been introduced in the previous section, our work is connected to Design Science 

(DS) in two ways. Firstly, it concerns planning and managing DS research projects. Secondly, 

the research presented in this article is a DS project itself. We consider DS in a classical way [4], 

[16], [17] as being related to finding new solutions for problems known or unknown [18]. To be 

counted as a DS solution, or an artifact in the terminology of [4], [16], the solution should be of a 

generic nature, i.e. applicable not only to one unique situation, but to a class of similar situations, 

cf. Principle 1 of [19].  

As our research concerns planning and management of DS research projects, we need a way of 

representing the actual, planned or possible traces of activities in a project. This way should be 

universal enough to be used for analyzing suggestions in the literature as well as examples from 

practice. For this end, we have chosen a way suggested in [15] that describes a DS research 

project as movement inside and between two worlds: (a) the real world of specific problems and 

solutions in local practices, and (b) the abstract world of generic problems and solutions. Here, 

we use terms “real” and “abstract” in a pragmatic, not philosophical way. As real, we consider a 

world where each individual system, e.g. enterprise or public organization, is treated separately, 

alongside with its specific problems and specific solutions. As abstract, we consider a world 

where each entity represents a certain class of systems; the problems and solutions in this 

abstract world become classes of problems and solutions as well, i.e. generic, as they represent 

patterns of system behavior.  

As [15] might not be known to the reader, below, we give a short overview of its main ideas. 

The movements inside and between the two worlds mentioned above can be visualized, as in 

Figure 1. The upper part of Figure 1 represents the real world as the specific situation-problem-

solution space
‡ 

with three axes: (1) situation as-is, (2) problem, and (3) situation to-be (i.e. a 

possible solution)
§
. A problem is defined as a set of situations considered undesirable from some 

point of view. For instance, the problem “a lack of communication between the members of our 

project team” can be represented as a set of all possible ways of organizing our team so that its 

members do not exchange important information between them in the frame of the project. The 

situation as-is, in this case, is “our team as of today”. A possible solution, situation to-be, could 

be “our team using collaborative software for communication”. 

                                                 
‡ In [15], this space is called individual situation-problem-solution space. We use specific instead of individual in this article. 

§ This space includes all past, present and possible future situations, problems and solutions. Using orthogonal spaces in Figure 1 

is a simplification that is made in order to use relatively simple pictures to illustrate the basic concepts. Note also that using the 

concept of possible solutions in no way implies that all solution already exists, they need to be discovered. 
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Figure 1. DS project’s two worlds: the real world and the abstract world 

A point <s, P, s'> in the upper space in Figure 1 is called a test case. A test case represents a 

question of whether problem P in situation s (i.e. s  P) can be solved by transforming it into 

situation s' (i.e. s' P). The answer to this question can be either negative – transforming s into s' 

has not solved the problem P (i.e. s'  P), or positive – transforming s into s' has solved the 

problem P (i.e. s'  P). In the latter case, s' is considered to be a solution for problem P in 

situation s. The results of tests can be visualized by assigning to point <s, P, s'>: 

 weight +1, if s' is a solution for P in s (see Figure 1), and  

 weight -1, otherwise. 

The lower part of Figure 1 represents the abstract world as a generic situation-problem-

solution space with three axes: (1) generic situation as-is, (2) generic problem, and (3) generic 

situation to-be, (i.e. a possible generic solution). We consider that a generic situation (as-is or to-

be) is represented by a template that defines a set of similar situations; the template serving as an 

extension of this set. The generic problem is defined as a set of situations that are undesirable 

from some point of view. The generic problem normally encompasses a larger number of 

situations than a specific problem from the real world. For instance, if a specific problem P can 

be defined as  a lack of communication between the members of a specific project team, the 

corresponding generalized problem, GP, will be defined as a lack of communication in project 

teams of certain kind. The correspondence between P and GP can be defined through set 

inclusion: P  GP. 

A point <t, GP, t'> in the generic space is called a hypothesis and represents a question of 

whether a problem P (P  GP) in a real world situation as-is s described by template t can be 

solved by transforming s into situation to-be s' according to template t'. Note that templates t and 

t' are not independent but use common variables, so that a pair <t, t'> defines a kind of pattern 

based transformation. This transformation corresponds to the notion of artifact of type method 

used in DS literature [16]. Note that in practice, expressing an artifact in a declarative way as <t, 

t'> is quite rare; normally the transformation is defined in a procedural way as some kind of 

algorithm. In the declarative definition as a pair <t, t'>, the algorithm is separated from the 

definition. For practical purposes, it is important that the procedure/algorithm, besides being 

correct, is efficient. In this formalization, we do not explicitly discuss this requirement. 

The relationships between the two spaces in Figure 1 are of the type 

instantiation/generalization
**

. If real situation s satisfies template t, then s is referred to as an 

instantiation of t. Alternatively, t is considered to be a generalization of s. Extending the notion 

of instantiation/generalization to the points in the two spaces, test case <s, P, s'> in the specific 

                                                 
** Note that term generalization in this article is not used in the sense of UML where generalization is a relation between 

different classes. In this article, we use generalization as a relation between the points in specific vs generic state space. 

problem
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space is considered to be an instantiation of hypothesis <t, GP, t'> in the generic space if s is 

instantiation of t, s' is an instantiation of t', and P  GP. Alternatively, hypothesis <t, GP, t'> is 

called a generalization of test case <s, P, s'>. Note that as t and t' use common variables, the 

specialization of t and t' cannot been done independently when instantiating a point in the generic 

space. The common variables should have the same values for both templates during 

instantiation. A similar requirement concerns generalization. 

The knowledge about hypotheses in the generic space can be visualized by assigning weights 

to the points of this space according to the following rule: 

 +1, when there is a statistically valid proof (many test cases) that t' is a generic solution for 

generic problem GP in generic situation t; 

 -1, when there is at least one test case instantiating the hypothesis with weights -1 assigned 

to it; 

 0, when there is at least one test case instantiating the hypothesis with weights +1 assigned 

to it, but the statistically valid proof has not been obtained so far. 

In terms of the two spaces and weights introduced above, the primary goal of DS, as a process 

of generating and testing new solutions for adoption, can be defined as finding “blank” points 

(without weights) in the generic space and assigning them weights 0 or -1. Assigning weight +1 

cannot be considered as a task of DS, as research itself cannot generate a statistically sufficient 

number of test cases (as discussed above). This assignment can only be made if practice adopts 

the solution and produces enough cases for empirical research to investigate. The efforts of DS 

are primarily directed at finding the generic solutions that work (weight 0). However, 

discovering the potential solutions that do not work during this process also constitutes valuable 

knowledge that should be published and marked on the map of Figure 1 with weight of -1. 

DS does not impose a specific order of movements inside and between the two spaces. For 

instance, a researcher can start with a specific space and find an innovative solution for a 

problem in a specific situation, and then generalize the situation, problem and solution when 

moving to the generic space. In this case, the initial solution will automatically serve as a test 

case of a generic hypothesis. Another possibility is to start with a specific situation and problem, 

then generalize them and try to invent a generic solution that can be tested to solve the initial 

specific problem in the initial situation. From the opposite side, the researcher can start with 

designing a generic solution for an “unknown” problem, implement it in some specific situation, 

and then analyze whether it solves some specific problem, and whether this specific problem and 

situation as-is could be generalized. 

Using a picture like Figure 1, we can depict a DS project trace via drawing, naming, and 

numbering arrows that show how the project proceeds inside each of the two worlds, and 

between them. Such traces will be used when analyzing literature and examples from our own 

practice in the next two sections.  

3 Knowledge Base – Literature on DS Cycles 

This section offers an overview of the various types of cycles discussed in the DS literature. As 

theoretical literature on DS research is huge, we have chosen only representative works that 

explicitly discuss cycles in DS research. The section consists of three subsections, the first one 

surveys the literature, the second one discusses and analyzes the type of cycles introduced in this 

literature, and the third one clarifies which types of cycles we will address in this article. 

3.1 Multitude of Cycle Types in DS Literature  

According to the seminal DS literature, e.g. [16], [19], [20], DS research typically is carried out 

in an iterative manner to cater for changing environments, shifting stakeholder interests, and 

unclear problem situations. In order to capture the iterative nature of design, researchers have 
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suggested various kinds of cycles that can be used to structure the DS research activities. Three 

main cycles are discussed in the literature (see, [21]): the relevance cycle, the design cycle, and 

the rigor cycle, see Figure 2. 

 

 

Figure 2. Three main research cycles that are discussed in the design science literature [21] 

The relevance cycle investigates the problems and opportunities in organizational practice that 

motivate the design science research, [16]. Furthermore, it provides the requirements on the 

artifact to be designed. Finally, it evaluates the designed artifact. This evaluation takes place in 

the application domain (environment, in Figure 2), for instance, in the form of field testing. 

The design cycle is the “heart of any design science research project”, as stated by [21]. It 

consists of two major activities, build (design artifacts & processes in Figure 2) and evaluate. 

The cycle generates design alternatives and evaluates them against requirements until a 

satisfactory design is achieved.  

The rigor cycle ensures that the designed artifact is a research contribution and not only 

routine design by relating the artifact to other artifacts existing in the knowledge base (KB) (see 

Figure 2) and argues for its innovativeness, [21]. Furthermore, the design of the artifact should 

be grounded in a knowledge base consisting of relevant kernel theories from other areas as well 

as other existing artifacts. Finally, the rigor cycle can add new findings from the design science 

research to the knowledge base. In order to elaborate on the rigor cycle, [22] adds the activity 

theorize to those of build and evaluate as well as three external practices: research community 

practice, general practice and local use practice. The article shows how these practices are related 

through several activity cycles, for instance, a theorize – evaluate cycle, theorize – research 

community cycle, and build – use cycle. 

Beside the three major cycles in Figure 2, a fourth cycle has been suggested in [23], called the 

change and impact cycle, which relates the design science project to a wider environmental 

context, managing, for instance, long-term effects on and long-term changes in the environment. 

This kind of cycles is out of scope for this research, as, normally, it stretches beyond the timeline 

of an individual DS research project. 

Various researchers have made an effort to integrate the three cycles of design, relevance and 

rigor into method frameworks for DS research. One example of such a framework is the DSRM 

process model [4], which consists of a set of phases (called “activities” in the original paper), 

presented in a sequential order as in Figure 3. The model allows cycles, i.e. the Evaluation and 

Communication phases can be followed by iteration back to earlier phases in the process model. 

For instance, the result of an evaluation can lead to changes in the design and development of the 

artifact aimed at improving the artifact (see arrow 2 in Figure 3). Important to note, however, is 

that the process iteration does not go all the way back to the Identify problem phase. Also, the 

order of phases in the model of Figure 3 is not mandatory for a DS project. DSRM does allow to 
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start with an artifact at hand and then go backwards to find a problem which the artifact is 

supposed to solve, see entry points in Figure 3. However, searching for the problem later on in a 

cyclic manner is not explicitly included in DSRM.  

 

Figure 3. A design science process model adapted in a simplified form from [4] 

Another version of a model of DS research process that includes cycles is presented in [20]. 

The model is built based on the cognitive perspective and is presented in Figure 4. A cycle can 

be initiated at any of the following phases (called “process steps” in the original work): 

Development, Evaluation, Conclusion, but always goes back to Awareness of Problem. The latter 

indicates each cycle results in a better understanding of the problem, which in turn can help in 

designing a better solution. 

 

 

Figure 4. A design science process model adapted from [20] 

A more agile version of the DS research process that includes cycles is proposed in [19] as an 

alternative to the DSRM. In this version, called Action Design Research (ADR), building an 

artifact, organizational intervention, and evaluation are intertwined in a cyclical process, inspired 

by action research. Similarly, [24] have suggested to introduce an evaluation of each activity in 

the DS process, thereby evaluating also problem analysis and requirements elicitation. 

Besides the three classical cycles of relevance, design, and rigor, another cycle, which could 

be called the abstraction cycle, is often discussed in the literature. This cycle is related to 

distinction between the real world and the abstract world, as discussed in Section 2. For instance, 

the framework presented by [25] states that design is carried out in two distinct domains: 

instance and abstract, similarly to the specific and generic spaces presented in Section 2. The 

instance domain consists of instance solutions that aim to solve instance problems while the 

abstract domain consists of abstract solutions that aim to solve abstract problems. The activity 

going from instance problem to abstract problem is called abstraction, while going from an 
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abstract solution to an instance solution is called de-abstraction. The same kind of cycles is 

discussed in [26], but using a different terminology, i.e. abstraction vs. application. 

Cycles in the frame of DS are also discussed in [27] and [28]. [27] proposes an evidence-based 

design cycle, which starts in scientific explanations, then moves on to generic technologies and 

further to customized solutions that are finally implemented in operations within one 

organization. [28] proposes a distinction between the research cycle and the client cycle, where 

the first one aims at developing an artifact addressing a class of problems while the second one 

aims at solving a problem at a specific client. Though distinct, the two cycles often become 

intertwined in design science projects when researchers move back and forth between specific 

problems and classes of problems, similarly to the ideas presented in Section 2. 

3.2 Analysis and Discussion 

The cycles discussed in the literature could be analyzed and given an interpretation based on 

considering DS research as a movement in the two worlds as described in Section 2. For 

instance, the cycles presented in Figure 2 can be interpreted and analyzed in the following way: 

 The ending point of a relevance cycle, which we consider as the basic cycle of DS research 

process, is characterized by having a situation represented in Figure 1, with a test case given 

the value of +1 or -1, and the hypothesis given the value of 0 or -1.  

 The starting point can differ from project to project, for instance, the cycle can start with a 

problem in a local practice which needs a solution, or with an artifact that needs a problem 

to be solved. 

 The end of the relevance cycle in Figure 2 requires that the point in the abstract space is a 

new one, which implicitly requires having a rigor cycle inside the relevance cycle to ensure 

originality of the solution.  

 The presence and importance of the design cycle inside the relevance cycle depends on the 

starting point of the relevance cycle. If we start with the problem, the design cycle is an 

important part of the next relevance cycle. However, if we start the relevance cycle with an 

existing artifact, there might be less needs for design. 

The analysis shows that the cycles in Figure 2 are not independent but can be included in each 

other. 

Let us now apply the metaphor of the two worlds for an analysis of ADR [19]. The main idea 

of ADR can be interpreted in the following manner. Instead of completing “long” movement in 

one world and then going to another one, ADR suggests moving more or less in parallel in these 

two worlds, i.e. constantly cycling between them to test whether a generic solution can be 

realized in a specific situation in a real practice.  

Let us also consider the abstraction cycle [25] from the same perspective. The abstraction 

cycle is always part of the relevance cycle in terms of Figure 2, as the end of the relevance cycle 

includes points in both the abstract and the real world (called the abstract and instance domains 

in [25]). If we start with the real world, at least, one abstraction is required in the relevance 

cycle, and if we start with the abstract world, at least, one de-abstraction
††

 is required. Normally, 

both abstraction and de-abstraction are included in one relevance cycle, e.g. local problem  

generic problem (abstraction)  generic solution  local solution for local problem (de-

abstraction). 

Summing up the literature that deals directly or indirectly with cycles, we can conclude the 

following: 

 Different works understand cycles in different ways, e.g. the scope of the cycle differs in 

different works from smaller cycles during the design as in ADR [19], to larger cycles that 

                                                 
†† De-abstraction in terminology of [25] corresponds to instantiation used in other works 
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stretch over long periods of time in a DR research project (e.g. [16]) or even beyond such a 

project [23]. 

 While cycles are included in some practical methods, such as DSRM [4], there is a lack of 

guidelines how to decide whether to initiate a new cycle or not and how to organize and 

execute that new cycle. This article intends to fill this gap, at least partially, by providing 

methodological support for managing certain kind of cycles in DS research projects. 

3.3 The Scope of This Work 

In this work, we deal with cycles that are related to one DS research project. More concretely, 

we focus on the situation when one or more cycles in the project have been completed and a 

decision on how to conduct the next cycle needs to be taken. Thus, we are not concerned with 

how the previous cycle has been conducted, but only with the results achieved. Also, we are not 

concerned with how the next cycle will be planned in detail, but rather what goals to set for it.  

The end cycle point, in which the decision on how to conduct the next cycle needs to be taken, 

is defined as: 

 The project has reached a point of creating a hypothesis in the generic state-space, see 

Figure 1, which means that the generic situation, generic problem, and generic solution are 

specified. In the artifact terms of [4], it means that the project has developed an artifact that 

is ready for demonstration (see Figure 3), i.e. ready to be deployed in a specific type of 

situations for a specific purpose. The readiness is the minimum requirement, which means 

that at this point there is no intention to continue design before the decision on how to 

conduct the next cycle is taken. 

 In addition, the project has completed one or more test cases and evaluated the results. In 

terms of Figure 1, it means that there are one or more points of the type test cases, i.e. points 

with assigned weights, in the specific situation-problem-solution space that are instantiations 

of the hypothesis. In DSRM terms of [4], see Figure 3, it means that one or several cases of 

demonstration have been completed. 

The goal of the next cycle can be related to a change in the hypothesis along any of the axes in 

the generic situation-problem-solution-space. More concretely, it can be associated with: 

1. Creating a better solution for the same class of specific situations, which means moving 

along the axis generic situations to-be (i.e. a possible generic solution) in Figure 1. 

2. Trying the solution for another class of specific situation, which means moving along the 

axis generic situations as-is in Figure 1. 

3. Trying the solution for a different class of specific problems, which means moving along the 

axis generic problems in Figure 1.  

Note that case 1 above roughly corresponds to arrow 2 in Figure 3, while case 2 roughly 

corresponds to arrow 1 in Figure 3, and case 3 has no corresponding arrow in Figure 3. Note also 

that aiming at moving along one axis does not include not moving along others if needed.   

4 Knowledge Base – Two Projects 

In this section, we analyze and compare two DS projects from our practice focusing on the kinds 

of cycles that can be identified in them. 

4.1 Project One – Developing a New Process Modeling Technique 

The specific problem that initiated the first research project was encountered in the practice of a 

small Swedish consulting company, IbisSoft, to which one of the authors was affiliated. The 

company developed a tool for building Business Process Support (BPS) systems delivered as 
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web-based services. The tool, called iPB [29], is based on the state-oriented view of business 

processes [30], and it employs the shared spaces technique for organizing 

communication/collaboration between process participants [31].  

The iPB tool was developed during a pilot project of building a system to support one of the 

processes in the social security office of the Swedish municipality of Jönköping. iPB proved to 

be useful, not only for supporting the original process of the pilot project, but also for other 

processes in the municipality. It proved to be suitable for supporting so-called loosely structured 

business processes, i.e. processes that were controlled by events and information gathered in the 

course of the process, rather than by a predefined sequence of operations. 

Based on the results from the pilot project, IbisSoft decided to market iPB as a generic 

Business Process Management (BPM) tool/suite outside the municipality of Jönköping. In this 

business activity, an issue arose of how to convince a customer that the iPB tool was right for the 

process in question. An additional issue related to the main one was how to differentiate iPB 

from competing products, especially those that were built using the workflow technique. In the 

terms of Figure 1, the situation as-is and the problem in the upper state space (real world) when 

dealing with a specific customer can be defined as follows: 

 (Situation) A given specific BPM tool, i.e. iPB, and a specific customer process, e.g. 

processing reclamations in a specific organization; 

 (Problem) The customer has doubts that iPB is a suitable tool for their process  

 (Solution to find) A convincing demonstration that iPB is a suitable tool for this particular 

process. 

The first solution to be tested is to solve the problem while remaining on the specific level by 

developing a functioning prototype for the customer process using iPB. This solution, however, 

has a major drawback: if iPB shows to be unsuitable for the process in question, the time 

invested has been lost. 

To eliminate this drawback, IbisSoft decided to change the point of view from a vendor-

centered – how to sell the tool – to a customer-centered one, how the customer can find a 

suitable tool for their process(es). The latter can be formulated as: 

 (Situation) A specific customer process, e.g. processing reclamations in a specific 

organization, and a specific set of BPM tools, like iPB and Apian BPM suite; 

 (Problem) The customer does not know which tool is suitable for their process; 

 (Solution to find) A tool to choose with convincing arguments on why it is the most suitable 

tool for this process. 

In business terms, IbisSoft decided to develop an independent consulting service to match the 

needs of the process with the capabilities provided by various BPM tools available on the 

market. This, obviously, required generalizing the situation and problem, and finding a generic 

solution, i.e. to go over to the lower state space in Figure 1 (the abstract world). The generic 

situation and problem for such generalization can be formulated as: 

 (Generic situation) A template t that defines the set of all possible pairs <x, Y>, where x is a 

business process and Y = {y1 ,…, yn} is a subset of possible BPM tools. 

 (Generic problem) For pairs <x, Y>, it is not clear which tool in the set Y is suitable for 

process x. 

 (Generic solution to find) A template t' that for each pair <x, Y> in the set defined by t, 

identifies a tool yi  Y alongside with convincing argumentation on why tool yi is the most 

suitable for process x.  

We did not set a requirement to mandatorily define the transformation from situation to 

solution in a declarative form <t, t'>. Instead, we looked for a procedural method of analyzing a 

given pair <x, Y> in order to identify the most suitable tool. It was also important for a procedure 

of determining yi and producing argumentation should be cost-effective. Building a BPS system 
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using each of the tools and then making a comparison would not be such a good solution having 

this requirement in mind. 

A solution for the generic problem above has been developed and published, see, for instance, 

[9]. The core component of this solution is a new business process modeling technique. The 

technique is aimed at building high-level business process models that are suitable for 

determining which capabilities of a BPM tool are needed for a particular business process. In this 

technique, a process model, called step-relationship model, is defined with the help of two kinds 

of elements: process steps, and relationships between the steps. The model can be presented in 

two ways (1) as several diagrams where the steps are represented as rectangles and relationships 

as arrows connecting these rectangles, and (2) as a set of orthogonal matrices representing 

relationships between the steps. 

The trace of our project up to the point of developing the generic solution is represented in 

Figure 5, where: 

 Arrow 1 corresponds to determining specific situation and problem, 

 Arrow 2 corresponds to generalizing specific situation and problem, 

 Arrow 3 corresponds to developing a generic solution. 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Project 1 – from specific problem to generic solution 

By the time the solution had been developed, the situation at IbisSoft changed so that all 

activities of marketing iPB as a general BPM tool were frozen. Thus, testing the new solution in 

a situation that originated the research became impossible, which initiated a search for a similar 

situation for testing. While we failed to find a situation of exactly the same kind, we found a 

slightly different situation that we considered appropriate for testing. 

The new situation was at a large ICT provider who went through reengineering of their 

software development process. The reengineering concerned transforming this process from a 

traditional phase-based development with local software development teams, to a process of 

working in an iterative manner using the Scrum project management methodology and 

employing geographically distributed teams that have cultural differences and often work in 

different time zones. 

The new software development process employed several tools for managing requirements 

and test cases, tracking bugs and problem reports among others. Still, the project management 

felt that there were some problems in the new settings that warranted analysis of the suitability of 

the tools employed. The decision was made to start a small-scale project to analyze the situation 

and suggest improvements in both the tools employed and the process organization. 

For the new specific situation and problem, a generalization has been made as follows: 

 (Generic situation) A template t that defines the set of all possible pairs <x, Y>, where x is a 

business process and Y = {y1,…, yn}is a set of IT tools used to support the process. 
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 (Generic problem) For any such pair <x, Y>, it is not clear which tools in the set Y are 

suitable for process x, and which are not. 

 (Generic solution to find) A template t' that for each pair <x, Y> in the set defined by t, tags 

each tool yi  Y as to be suitable/not suitable for supporting the process x alongside with 

convincing argumentation on why.  

As before, while looking for a solution, we did not try to express it in a declarative way, but 

rather as a method of investigating the correspondence between a process and the tools used in it. 

The project was completed [10] based on our step-relationship process modeling technique that 

had been adjusted to the new generic situation and problem by adding a new matrix related to the 

tools employed. The trace of the second part of the project is represented in Figure 6, where: 

 Arrow 4 corresponds to determining a new pair of specific situation and problem, 

 Arrow 5 corresponds to generalizing this pair, 

 Arrow 6 corresponds to adjusting the existing generic solution, 

 Arrow 7 corresponds to implementing the solution in the specific situation, 

 Arrow 8 corresponds to validating the solution with project management to see whether they 

accept the results and recommendations (which they did). 

 

 

Figure 6. Project 1 – adjusting and testing solution for a new situation-problem 

Upon completion of the evaluation phase, it was discovered that the step-relationship model 

built for IT tools analysis could be used for analysis of social problems that were known to be 

present in the project. The problems were connected to professional and cultural differences 

between the project units, as well as geographical distance between them, which are typical for a 

global software development project. It was decided to start a new research initiative with 

another software development project in the same organization with the focus on detecting risks 

related to distances and mitigating them. 

To implement this decision, a new cycle in our first project has been started and finished 

following the same pattern as in Figure 6, i.e. a new specific situation and problem were 

formulated and generalized to developing a modeling technique suitable for identifying potential 

areas of risks in a global software development project. While pursuing this goal, we modified, 

and extended our step-relationship process modeling technique and tested it in the suggested 

project. At this stage, we also changed the terminology from process-oriented to more system-

oriented. For instance, the term of step was substituted by functional component (of a socio-

technical system), and term weak dependency was substituted by term feedback relationship. As 

a result, we got a modeling technique for decomposing and presenting complex socio-technical 

systems, capable of representing such concepts as heterogeneity/homogeneity of teams and 

various kinds of distances between the systems components, e.g. geographical, cultural, 

professional, organizational [11]. 
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Changing the problem to solve in each cycle was not intentional. It was not planned from the 

beginning of the project. The need for change was due not being able to test the artifact in the 

local practice where the initial problem had been discovered. Thus, a search for another test site 

has been initiated. When conducting the search, it was not possible to find an organization that 

was interested in the same problem, so we accepted the one that seemed suitable for testing 

provided that the problem and solution were slightly modified. In the end, the series of changes 

in the problem to solve and adjust the solution to the changes proved to be very productive. It 

helped to extend the modeling technique so that it covered a more interesting and urgent problem 

of global software development. This, hopefully, can lead to better chances of our solution being 

adopted by the industry. 

Note that the description above represents a simplification in respect of the switching between 

the real and abstract worlds in the course of each outer cycle. Actually, in the first cycle, the 

generic solution/artifact development has been done mainly while in the abstract world, using a 

simplified example as a test-bed, and relying on the past experience. In the second, and 

especially the third, cycles adjustment of the generic solution has been done in parallel with 

testing it in the case organization. So, inside these outer cycles there were inner cycles of moving 

from the abstract to the real world and correcting the generic solution based on the results of the 

tests. These inner cycles correspond to the ones suggested in ADR, [19]. 

4.2 Project Two – Technology Enhanced Teaching/Learning 

The second project in our study concerns teaching/learning modeling skills in Information 

Systems (IS) courses. It has been initiated by the problems in our own practice at the department 

of Computer and System Sciences (DSV) of Stockholm University. DSV has a tradition of using 

a case-based method for teaching/learning modeling skills. Cases are artificial and they are 

created by teachers as the needs arise. Cases are often reused in different occasions of the same 

course, often with modifications. A case represents an imaginary organization, e.g. an enterprise, 

a hospital, etc., and it consists of two basic components: case presentation and suggested 

solution. Case presentation is in the form of a text that describes the behavior and structure of the 

imaginary organization, and can include requirements on an IT system that the organization 

would like to introduce, or an organizational change that it wants to carry out.  

The problem with the practice as described above is that it does not explicitly focus on 

teaching and learning of how to obtain information needed for building a model. Students merely 

learn syntax and semantics of modeling languages, and how to build a formal model based on 

text descriptions prepared for them by their teachers or found on the Internet. Therefore, they 

remain unprepared to real practice, which does not have any full textual descriptions, or even for 

conducting their field work related to BS or MS thesis. 

Teaching/learning how to obtain information needed for building a model from unstructured 

reality is difficult while remaining in the classroom. This is a kind of tacit knowledge [7] called 

Ways of Thinking and Practicing in pedagogical literature [33]. This kind of knowledge is best 

acquired through apprenticeship [34]. As arranging apprenticeship for all students has not been 

practically possible, we have decided to simulate a situation of apprenticeship. In the simulated 

situation, the students follow a modeling master and help him/her to do some part of the work of 

building models. More specifically, the master chooses the information sources to be used for 

building a model, and hands the work of building the model to the students. Such sources include 

(but are not limited to): (a) recorded interviews with stakeholders, e.g. CEO, CIO, (b) samples of 

relevant documents, e.g. meetings protocols, forms for managing orders, (c) web-based sources, 

e.g. a company web site, results of twitter search on company name.  

To implement the idea, we have built a website structure that combines multi-media 

information sources with description of modeling tasks and links to the simulated sources to be 

used in these tasks. The site was tested in a first year course that approximately corresponds to 

“Introduction to IS”. The site was used in three occasions of this course (in 2013, 2014 and 
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2015), and it was evaluated with the help of surveys and interviews by both students and teachers 

[12], [13]. The evaluation showed that the students appreciated the site and even suggested some 

improvements. Teachers experienced enhanced activity of the students and some progress in the 

examination results in comparison to the previous occasions of the same course, in which the 

case was described in textual form. 

The next natural step would be using the same website structure for all courses. This, however, 

requires considerable resources to convert all current case descriptions into multi-media 

fragments and put them in the developed structure of the website. Though building a site for one 

case does not require much resources [13], the sum for all cases for all courses that include 

teaching/learning modeling skills may be quite high. To solve the resource problem, we are 

currently investigating possibility of reusing the multi-media case presentations between the 

courses. It is not clear whether a whole case can be reused in a different course, but it looks 

plausible to reuse some fragments, with or without modification [35]. 

Saving resources is only one problem that can be solved through case reuse. Another, and 

maybe more important, problem that can be solved in this manner is coordinating different 

courses taught in the frame of a program. Using a set of intersecting business cases may facilitate 

creation of connections between different islands of knowledge taught in various courses. This, 

in turn, will help the student to move from learning fragmented codified knowledge to acquiring 

holistic internalized knowledge in the discipline. Both problems are in the focus of our second 

cycle in this project that has been, at least partially completed [14]. 

The project discussed in this section can be presented as movement between specific and 

abstract worlds, as shown in Figure 7. The arrows in Figure 7 are as follows: 

 Arrow 1: determining the problem in teaching/learning modeling skills in our specific 

courses; 

 Arrow 2: generalizing the problem to the modeling courses in higher education of IT related 

disciplines, e.g. IS, computer science, via literature search; 

 Arrow 3: developing a generic solution – the structure of the project web site and 

recommendations on how to fill it; 

 Arrow 4: implementing the solution on one case in one specific course; 

 Arrow 5: running the course occasion and evaluating the results; 

 Arrow 6: extending the original problem to facilitating reuse of cases and/or fragments 

between the modeling courses in our department; 

 Arrow 7: generalizing the extended problem to other departments/universities and their IT 

related courses; 

 Arrow 8: finding a solution for the extended generic problem, if any. This is the current state 

in this project. 

As with the first project, the trajectory of movement represented in Figure 7 is a simplification. 

Actually, the generalization of the specific situation, problem and solution was done in parallel 

with investigating the problem and creating a solution for a specific situation (specific course in 

our department). For instance, developing a technical structure for the web site used for 

simulating the apprenticeship was done in parallel with creating the content for the specific case 

and “feeding” it into the structure. Though, technically, the structure and the content were kept 

separated so that the structure could be used for other cases. 
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Figure 7. Project 2 – trajectory of movements inside and between the two worlds 

4.3 Comparing the Two Projects 

The comparison between the two projects described in the previous sections can be done based 

on comparing their traces represented in Figure 5–Figure 7. The result of this comparison is 

presented in Table 1 and is explained in more detail below. 

Table 1. Results of projects comparison 

# Parameter Project 1 Project 2 

1 Initiation In a local practice In a local practice  

2 Cycles Yes Yes 

3 Testing Different local practices in each cycle The same local practice in each cycle 

4 Changes in problem 

definition 

Different problem definitions for each 

cycle 

Deeper understanding of the initial 

problem in each cycle 

5 Changes in solution Aimed at adjusting the solution to a 

different problem in each cycle 

Aimed at adjusting the solution to better 

solve the same problem in each cycle 

Similarities 

 Both projects were initiated in local practices, IbiSoft in the first project, and DSV in the 

second project.  

 Both projects have a cyclic nature, where design of generic solution/artifact alternates with 

its testing in a specific situation.  

 In both projects, each cycle resulted in changing the problem definition to which the already 

built solution needed to be adjusted. In the first project, the problem was changed to reflect 

the needs of the local practice used for testing. In the second project, the problem was 

extended to employ the simulation in many courses while using reasonable amount of 

resources and attending a goal of tying together the knowledge the student got from different 

courses. 

 In both projects, participation of the designers of the generic solutions in implementing them 

in the specific situations was of utter importance.  

Differences 

 While our first project changed the specific situation for testing in each cycle, the second 

project returned to the same specific situation in the next cycle (teaching in DSV courses). 
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 While the first project changed the generic situation and problem in each cycle rather 

arbitrary (actually, dependending on the test case at hands), the second project was only 

extending the original problem (adding additional dimensions to the original problem of 

teaching/learning modeling).  

Conclusions from the analysis  

As was explained in the previous sections, cycling through different problems in our first 

project was not part of a plan, but was forced by us being unable to continue with the initial 

problem and local practice in which it was detected. However, the cycling itself had a positive 

effect on the project, helping in finding a more interesting problem for our artifact/solution. 

Based on this observation, we can suggest that a DS project might benefit if a search for the 

“best problem” is initiated intentionally, thus becoming part of the project plan. In this case, at 

least some cycles in the project will be related to searching for a problem. The latter does not 

exclude a possibility of having cycles aimed at improving or extending a solution of the same or 

extended problem, which is the case with our second project. 

If searching for a better problem becomes part of the plan, the question arises in which cases 

such search makes sense, i.e. having a chance to succeed. For instance, it is difficult to imagine 

that the solution being designed in our second project can be used for something else than 

education. Even if we were forced to change the local practice for testing the solution, we would 

still need a situation connected to improving teaching/learning. While it is difficult to answer the 

question generally, one hypothesis on the conditions that warrants such search can be derived 

from the analysis of our first project below. 

The solution suggested in the first project consists of two components: (1) a new modeling 

technique, and (2) how to solve a specific problem using this technique. When we were adjusting 

our solution to a new problem, the first component was extended, while the second component 

was substituted to be in line with a practical problem we tried to solve. In the second cycle, it 

was substituted to a related problem, i.e. instead of the problem of developing tools/systems, we 

dealt with the problem of assessing the tools/systems already employed. In the third cycle, the 

distance between the initial problem and the one considered in this cycle became bigger. The 

third problem was identifying potential risks in a large distributed software development project 

considered as a complex socio-technical system. 

Generalizing the analysis of the first project above, we can conclude that if a solution/artifact 

designed in a DS research project contains a new modeling technique as one of its components, a 

try should be given to use this technique for solving some other problem(s). 

5 Artifact – a Classification of DS Cycles and Guidelines for Making a 

Choice 

5.1 A Classification 

In this section, we present a preliminary classification of cycles that can happen or be planned in 

a DS project. The classification is built based on the knowledge base presented in the previous 

sections. The classification is presented in Table 2, and it concerns the nature of the next 

iteration cycle in relation to the previous one. In addition, only relevance cycles are considered in 

this preliminary classification, i.e. cycles starting with a solution/artifact built in the previous 

cycle; thus, inner cycles described in [19], and mentioned in the ending paragraphs of the 

sections devoted to analysis of examples, are not included in the preliminary classification. The 

previous cycle may or may not include the demonstration phase, but it is considered as 

producing a triad <generic situation, generic problem, generic solution> that represents a point in 

the abstract world of Figure 1. The table has been designed by investigating all possible kinds of 
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changes that could be introduced in the next cycle in relation to the previous one and checking 

them against what has been found in the literature, and our own experience. 

Table 2 includes five columns: 

1. Goal. This column names the goal of the cycle and can be used as a name for the cycle 

itself. 

2. Result from the previous demonstration. The column identifies whether the solution/artifact 

has been tested in practice in the previous cycle and whether the test has produced 

satisfactory results or not, i.e. the test case got +1 or -1 weight assigned to it. 

3. New generic problem. The column identifies whether the new cycle will be related to the 

same problem, extended (more comprehensive) problem, or a different problem in relation 

to the previous cycle. 

4. New generic situation. This column identifies the difference between the generic situation in 

the previous and the new cycle, i.e. whether it represents the same or extended 

(encompassing) application area, or a different application area. 

5. Comments. This column explains the new cycle in more details and refers to the figures 

from the literature and/or examples discussed in this article where possible. 

Table 2. A preliminary classification of DS cycles 

Goal  

(Cycle 

name) 

Results from 

the previous 

demonstration 

New generic 

problem 

New generic 

situation 

Comments 

Improvement Not satisfactory Same Same Continue trying to solve the original 

problem. Corresponds to arrow 2 in 

Figure 3. 

Enhancement Satisfactory Extended Same or 

Extended 

Solving a more comprehensive problem than 

the one identified in the previous cycle. 

Roughly corresponds to the cycle denoted in 

Figure 4 that ends with awareness of 

problems. Also, corresponds to the second 

and third cycles in our Project 2. 

Seeking an 

area of 

applicability  

Not satisfactory Same Different Continue trying to solve the original 

problem, but in another situation. For 

instance, switching from the situation of 

teaching children to the situation of teaching 

adults. 

Extending the 

area of 

applicability 

Satisfactory Same Extended Looking for other areas whether the same 

generic problem can be found. For instance, 

testing a solution that works well when 

educating children in the situation of 

teaching adults. 

Problem 

seeking 

Satisfactory/ 

Not satisfactory/ 

Not done 

Different Different Corresponds to the cycles 2 and 3 in our 

Project 1 

It is worthwhile to mention that only some of the cycles that can occur in DS research projects 

correspond to iterations known in practical design projects (i.e. projects that are not research 

projects), for instance, software development. In fact, only two types of cycling may be 

considered as normal for practical projects: Improvement and Extending the area of applicability. 

The most unusual for practice type of cycling is Problem seeking, as a practical project is always 

focused on solving a specific problem. However, this is not mandatory within research. Starting 

with one problem and discovering a solution for a different, and more interesting, problem is as 

good as finding a solution for the original problem. Therefore, using the Problem seeking cycles 

could be advantageous not only in cases where continuing with the original problem is not 

possible due to the external circumstances, but also for the sake of finding a more interesting 

problem to solve. 
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5.2 General Guidelines 

As can be seen from the Table 2, there are several alternatives among which to choose for the 

next cycle, even for the same result of the test from the previous cycle. Based on our experience, 

we suggest guidelines for making a choice, which are presented in Table 3 that includes four 

columns: 

1. Result from the previous demonstration. This column has the same meaning as the column 

with the same name in Table 2. 

2. Assumption about situation. The column identifies the researchers’ subjective opinion on the 

potential prospects of the generic solution developed in the previous cycle. 

3. External environment. This column contains assessment of chances to arrange a test case for 

demonstrating the validity of a solution in real world. 

4. Cycle to choose. This column contains the name of the cycle that corresponds to the 

situation at hand. This name can be used as an entrance to Table 2 via its column 1 (Goal). 

Table 3. Pragmatic rules for choosing the next cycle 

# Results from 

the previous 

Demonstration 

Assumption about the 

generic solution 

External environment 

(possibility to test the generic solution) 

Cycle to 

choose 

1 Not satisfactory Can be improved to fit 

the original generic 

situation and problem. 

The improved generic solution can be 

instantiated and tested in the same specific 

situation, or in a similar environment 

available for testing. 

Improvement 

2 Not satisfactory 

 

Can be adapted to fit a 

different generic 

situation to solve the 

original generic problem. 

There is a possibility to find a specific 

situation that corresponds to a new generic 

situation for testing the adapted generic 

solution.  

Seeking an 

area of 

applicability 

3 Satisfactory Can be adapted to fit a 

more comprehensive 

(extended) generic 

problem in the same or 

extended generic 

situation. 

A more comprehensive problem exists, 

and the adapted generic solution can be 

instantiated and tested in the same specific 

situation or a similar situation where this 

extended problem is available for testing. 

Enhancement 

4 Satisfactory Can be adapted to fit 

another generic situation 

solving the same generic 

problem. 

There is a possibility to find a specific 

situation that corresponds to a new generic 

situation for testing an instantiation of an 

adapted generic solution.  

Extending the 

area of 

applicability 

5 Satisfactory/ 

Not satisfactory/ 

Not done 

Can be adapted to fit a 

different generic 

situation and different 

generic problem. 

There is a possibility to find a specific 

situation that corresponds to a new generic 

situation and a new generic problem for 

testing an instantiation of an adapted 

generic solution. 

Problem 

seeking 

Note that the guidelines in Table 3 do not give a single suggestion for a particular DS research 

project, as there can be several assumptions about the prospects of the solution under 

development, and more than one possibility to arrange a test case. Note also, that at the time 

being, the guidelines do not support making a correct assessment of the prospects of the solution 

developed in the previous cycle. Creating guidelines on how to make such assessments are 

outside the scope of this article. 

6 Short Analysis of Other Examples of DS Research Projects 

Though the results presented in Section 5 are derived from the analysis of only two of our DS 

research projects, similar types of cycles that we described in Section 4 can be observed in our 

other projects. In this section, we give two examples of such projects without carrying out a 

formal analysis based on the metaphor of two worlds. 
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6.1 Fractal Enterprise Model 

Fractal Enterprise Model (FEM) is a technique for enterprise modeling [36]. FEM has a form of 

a directed graph with two types of nodes, Processes and Assets, where the arrows (edges) from 

assets to processes show which assets are utilized by which processes and arrows from processes 

to assets show which processes help to have specific assets in “healthy” and working order. The 

arrows are labeled with meta-tags that show in what way a given asset is utilized, e.g. as 

workforce, reputation, infrastructure, etc., or in what way a given process helps to have the 

given assets “in order”, i.e. acquire, maintain or retire.  

Initially, FEM has been developed as a means for finding all or the majority of the processes 

that exist in an organization. The result of this research produced more than a solution to the 

original problem, as FEM includes not only relations between the processes, but produces a map 

of assets usage and management in the organization. Therefore, we continue our work on FEM 

looking for other problems/challenges that can be solved using FEM; and enhancing FEM when 

necessary [37]. One example of a specific application of FEM is using FEM for business model 

innovation, see, for instance, [32]. Another example is using FEM for arranging process 

documentation to make it possible to more easily find a model someone needs [38]. 

From the point of view of guidelines from Section 5, the first cycle of the project ended up 

with an artifact/solution that consisted of (1) a modeling technique and (2) how to use it for 

finding the majority of the business processes in an organization. The second part of this artifact 

has never been tested in practice. The first part showed to be quite interesting on its own, so we 

decide to start a new “problem seeking” cycle according to the fifth row in Table 3. The problem 

seeking went in different direction, resulting into several different, but connected, subprojects 

named above.  

6.3 Business Process Canvas 

Business Process Canvas (BPC) is a model of a process in a nutshell that presents the essential 

properties of the process and the context in which it is run, including the position of the process 

in the business process ecosystem [39]. The canvas was initially designed to solve an educational 

problem of the students having difficulties in business process modeling, especially, when the 

modeling should be done not in a workflow notation [40]. The original idea was that the students 

would use the canvas to gather basic information about the process before starting modeling. 

Thus, the original idea of BPC was creating a tool that would improve the quality of process 

models in the educational context. BPC has been tested in two course rounds of the course called 

Business Process and Case Management (BPCM). The results achieved were encouraging. The 

students considered that BPC helps in both building process models and getting better 

understanding of the concepts of the business process domain. We also undertook some efforts 

of dissemination of using BPC in the educational context by holding tutorials at international 

conferences. 

While BPC was initially designed for a particular educational problem, its structure has no 

special connection to education. Therefore, we consider that the next cycle or cycles of the 

project could concern using BPC in other context or for another goal. An example of another 

context could be using the canvas in professional modeling practice. Going in this direction 

corresponds to the fourth row in Table 3 (extending the area of application). Another opportunity 

is using BPC in the decision making. This direction represents both changing the situation and 

the problem. The situation is decision making, and the problem can be formulated as insufficient 

data or not clearly presented data used in the decision making. We consider that this direction is 

in accordance to the fifth row of Table 3 – looking for another problem to solve. In such cases, 

the situation (context) often is different than in the previous cycle. 
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7 Developing More Detailed Guidelines 

The guidelines presented in Section 5 in form of Table 3 have a general nature; they can be 

applied to any DS research project. Developing more detailed guidelines require narrowing down 

the type of situations, problems or solutions with which a DS research project deals. In this 

section, we present an example of detailed guidelines for the DS projects that deal with socio-

technical systems. The reader who is not acquainted with the concept of socio-technical systems, 

or has no interest in such systems, can skip this section. 

7.1 Specific Guidelines for the Case When a New Modeling Technique is Involved 

As has been discussed in Section 5.2, a case where part of a solution/artifact is a new modeling 

technique is especially suitable for choosing Problem seeking for the next cycle, see the last row 

in Table 3. In this section, we will elaborate on which choices are open in this case in the IS 

domain. The elaborated guidelines are based on two characteristics of using models in an IS 

domain: 

1. The use of modeling technique in practice of IS can be roughly classified in two categories: 

(a) transformation, (b) diagnostics. Under transformation, we understand using modeling for 

creating something new or different, for instance, a new IT system, or a different business 

model. Under diagnostics, we understand using modeling for uncovering problems in a 

given system, for instance, organization, for instance, analyzing risks. Actually, diagnostics 

is also a kind of transformation, but it happens in the mental plan of the stakeholders rather 

than in the physical world. 

2. IS deals with socio-technical systems [41], [42], which consist of two parts (or two views) 

social and technical. A particular model can be related more to the technical part (view) or to 

the social one. These two parts could be split in their own terms: social can be split to people 

and structure, and technical to tasks and technology. The four parts can be represented as a 

2x2 matrix as in [42] or in a more abstract way as in, for instance, [43] or [44], but we will 

not go to this level of details. The different parts of a socio-technical system are tightly 

integrated and should be aligned with each other [44]. However, changes in them are, often, 

initiated by changes in one of them, which requires realignment. Thus, it is possible to 

investigate problems, and suggest solution related to one part when the other is considered 

as fixed. 

Based on the two categorizations above, we can define a two-dimensional space to classify the 

use of modeling in IS practice as shown in Figure 8. The figure depicts four distinct quadrants: 

I. Technical Diagnostics (TD) – diagnostics of a technical (IT) system, e.g. how well it 

corresponds to the social one, or/and the external environment. 

II. Technical Transformation (TT) – transformation of a technical system, e.g. to make it better 

suit the social one, or/and the external environment. 

III. Social Diagnostics (SD) diagnostics of a social system, e.g. how well it corresponds to the 

technical one, or/and the external environment. 

IV. Social Transformation (TS) transformation of a social system, e.g. to make it better suit the 

technical one, or/and the external environment. 

Changes in the problem definition for the next cycle can be defined as moving between the 

quadrants in Figure 8. As an example, consider our Project 1 from Section 4. It was started in 

Quadrant II with the goal of developing a method to define requirements on a BMP tool/suite for 

building a support system for a given process (i.e. transformation of a technical system). In the 

next cycle, we moved to quadrant I (see arrow 1 in Figure 8) to adjust our modeling technique 

for analyzing the suitability of software tools already employed for supporting a given process 

(i.e. diagnostics of a technical (IT) systems). In the third iteration, we moved to quadrant III (see 
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arrow 2 in Figure 8) adjusting our modeling technique for investigating risks in socio-technical 

structure related to the distances between the members of a globally distributed project team (i.e. 

diagnostics of a social system). In project 1, we have made one more transition that has not been 

mentioned in Section 4, namely, we adjusted the modeling technique for a method of gradual 

transition from the traditional software development to the agile software development [45], (see 

arrow 3 in Figure 8) (i.e. transformation of a social system). With this transition, we moved to 

quadrant IV, making the full traverse of the possible usage of a modeling technique. 

 

 

Figure 8. A problem seeking space 

Figure 8 can be used for determining the next usage of a modeling technique according to the 

simple procedure. First, determine in which quadrant the current usage lie, then deliberate 

whether the technique could be used in another quadrant. The easiest way, probably, would be to 

go to an adjacent quadrant, as was the case in our Project 1. It does not mean, however, that 

moving diagonally is forbidden. 

Note that classification presented in Figure 8 is not the only one that could be useful for 

Problem seeking. Another dimension for deliberation could, for instance, be introduced based on 

the dichotomy Using in practice vs. Using in Education, see an example in Section 6. 

7.2 Directions for Further Development of Detailed Guidelines 

As has been stated in the introduction, the classification and guidelines presented in this article 

are mainly derived from the analysis of our own DS projects, more specifically, from the 

analysis of two projects described in Section 4. Though, in principle, additional guidelines could 

be suggested based on theoretical considerations, we believe that it would be better to continue 

the guidelines development based on the analysis of practice, both our own as well as the 

practice of others. In particular, the rules for Seeking an area of applicability and Extending the 

area of applicability deserve special consideration. 

As in the case described in the previous section, the rules might be dependent on the nature of 

the solution/artifact in question. One potentially useful classifications of areas of applicability for 

an artifact in the form of IT system to support business processes is suggested in [44]. The 

context of usage of the system is defined in terms of flexibility of the business process to be 

supported by it, which produces four generic categories: Loose process (most flexible, less 

standardized), Guided process (some standardization has been achieved), Restricted process 

(much standardized, but with some flexibility left), Stringent process (fully standardized 

allowing no deviations). Each category of context sets different requirements on a Business 
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Process Support (BPS) system. Thus, a failure of a new kind of a BPS system in one context may 

be reverted when trying in a different and more suitable context.  

Besides setting requirements on BPS system, which is a technical component of a socio-

technical system, the framework from [44] also sets requirements on other components of the 

socio-technical system, as well as defines rules for the correspondence between external 

environment and process flexibility. These also can be used when assessing success or failure of 

introducing a new BPS in an organization. For instance, the system might be adjusted to the 

given level of flexibility, but other components of the given socio-technical system, e.g. people, 

are not adjusted to it. Then the failure of introducing the system in this context may be related 

not to the suitability of system as such, but to other components of the socio-technical system not 

being adjusted to the given level of flexibility. Based on this analysis, a more exact definition of 

a potential area of applicability of a new BPS can be defined. 

Defining specific rules for choosing a new area of applicability is not in the focus of this 

article. The deliberation above is presented to show that defining guidelines for applicability is 

possible; but requires further investigation which is in our plans for the future. 

8 Our Research as a DS Research Project 

As has been pointed in the introduction, we consider the development of the classification and 

guidelines as a DS research project on its own. In terms of the real world, a specific situation, the 

problem and solution for this project can be described in the following way: 

 (Situation) A researcher has developed a solution/artifact for some generic problem that can 

be represented as a point in the generic situation-problem-solution space <t1, GP1, t'1>. In 

addition, this solution might have been tested in a specific situation to solve a specific 

problem and get the result of success or failure. In other words, there can be a point in the 

specific situation-problem-solution space <s1, P1, s'1> to which a weight -1 or 1 has been 

assigned. In addition, the researcher has some assumptions about his/her solution/artifact 

and some potential testing sites. 

 (Problem) The researcher is not satisfied with the current state of the project; but does not 

know how to proceed. The dissatisfaction can be because the test of the solution has been 

negative, or the researcher is interested in the further development of the solution. 

 (Solution to find) A new pair of <generic situation, generic problem> - <t2, GP2> and 

convincing arguments that <t2, GP2> is a good candidate for adjusting t'1 to become a 

solution for GP2 in situation t2. 

Note that points in the generic space become part of the specific space which corresponds to 

the meta-level of our current project. A generalization of such <situation, problem, solution> can 

be defined in the following way: 

 (Generic situation) A template t that defines the set of points in the generic situation-

problem-solution space <t1, GP1, t'1> each of which supplied, but optionally, with a test case 

(or a set of test cases) with a weight assigned to it.  

 (Generic problem) For each of the points and the test case(s) attached, it is not clear how to 

proceed in the next iteration of the project. 

 (Generic solution to find) A template t' that for each point <t1, GP1, t'1> with attached test 

case(s) and weight(s) defined by t assigns a pair of <generic situation, generic problem> = 

<t2, GP2> and convincing arguments that <t2, GP2> is a good candidate for adjusting t'1 to 

become a solution for GP2 in situation t2. 

The classification and guidelines presented in Section 5 represent the first version of a solution 

to this problem expressed in procedural form, more specifically, in the form of decision tables. 

As the classification and rules have been designed, mostly, based on the analysis of our own DS 

projects, the latter can be considered as test cases for the solution presented. However, the real 
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test for the usefulness of our solution comes when somebody decides to use them for answering 

the question posed in the title “Just finished a cycle of a design science research project. What’s 

next?”. 

9 Conclusion 

9.1 Contributions 

The contribution of this article lies in the area of providing methodological support for DS 

research. Here, we understand term methodology in very general sense, as, for instance, defined 

in the Cambridge dictionary: “methodology – a system of ways of doing, teaching, or studying 

something”. The actual contributions of this article can be summarized as follows: 

1. Our literature overview shows that there is no published research that systematically 

investigates all possible cycles in a DS research project. In particular, there is no 

classification of possible cycles accompanied with guidelines on how to choose the next 

cycle based on the results from the previous one. The absence of such a classification and 

guidelines might hinder the efficient transfer of knowledge on how to conduct a DS research 

project to the new generation of researchers. This constitutes a particular problem in the 

expansion phase of the new paradigm, when the experienced researchers are few, while the 

number of young proponents is growing. Formulating the problem as above and highlighting 

its importance constitutes the first contribution of this article. 

2. Our approach for developing a classification as well as guidelines is based on the analysis of 

existing practice. For this end, we proposed to use presentation of a DS project as trajectory 

of movement inside and between two worlds from [15]. The way of how such approach can 

be applied has been demonstrated in Section 4 that analyzes two DS research projects from 

our own practice. We believe that this approach can be applied to other DS research projects 

in order to extend the classification and guidelines presented in this article. Such approach 

might also be useful for analysis of DS practice while having other objectives in mind. 

3. Based on the analysis of our experience of DS projects and DS literature, we have drafted a 

classification of relevance DS cycles (Section 5.1) and guidelines on how to choose the next 

cycle (Section 5.2). The type of the next cycle is “calculated” based on the result achieved in 

the previous cycle, assumptions about the solution/artifact and possibility to find a site for 

testing. The classification and rules are of general nature and require further elaboration and 

specialization. They might seem trivial for an experienced DS researcher, but could be 

useful for the newcomers. As we stressed in the introduction, our aim is not theorizing on 

the topic of DS, but present rules that can orient novices and give them better understanding 

of the nature of DS projects. For this aim, we believe even general rules of heuristic type as 

presented in this article are better than nothing. 

4. In Section 7, we have shown that the general rules of Section 5.2 could be elaborated and 

specialized considering the nature of specific DS research projects. This section shows how 

the more elaborated guidelines could be developed, and it presents a first step in this 

direction. 

9.2 The Nature of Our Guidelines 

Our work on methodological support for DS research somewhat differs from other approaches in 

this direction, such as the DSRM process model [4], or ADR in [19]. We do not propose a 

procedure to follow, but rather guidelines for decision making when a certain point has been 

reached in a DS research project. This is true for our original work [15], and for suggestions in 

this article. The guidelines neither cover the steps needed to reach the decision point, nor provide 

a stepwise plan what to do next (they rather set the goal to be achieved in the next cycle). Thus, 
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the guidelines require some understanding and, even better, experience (positive and/or negative) 

of DS research projects.  

We are fully aware that non-procedural nature of the guidelines might make them challenging 

for teaching/learning in educational classes. However, using these guidelines does not prohibit or 

contradict using any procedural method, such as DSRM or ADR. In a teaching/learning 

situation, the guidelines from Section 5 could constitute an addition to more procedural methods. 

So far, we have not tested using our guidelines in the educational process, but we plan to do it in 

the future. 

9.3 Plans for the Future 

In our view, an appropriate way to proceed with developing the classification of DS cycles and 

guidelines for choosing the next cycle is to continue investigating existing practice, our own, as 

well as the practice of others. As papers describing practical cases at the needed level of details 

are rare, the best way to proceed would be the collective development of the classification and 

guidelines, where other researchers join the efforts and start investigating their own practice. 

Disseminating the results achieved so far could help to attract other DS researchers to the 

problem and inspire them to reflectively investigate their practice. Publication of this article 

would serve as a means for this purpose. 
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